Introduction
Code motion refers to any transformation that moves assignments or expression computations forwards or backwards within a owgraph in order to remove unnecessary assignments or expression computations. Code sinking moves code forwards (in the direction of execution ow) within a owgraph, while code hoisting moves code backwards (against the ow of execution). 1 One familiar example is loop-invariant code motion. In Figure 1 (a), two assignments can be safely moved from the inside to the outside of the loop, as shown in Figure 1 (b). The assignment \x = a + b" must be hoisted, while \y = a + i" can only be sunk. Syntactic code motion treats all expressions independently and ignores any relationships between the values assigned to di erent variable names. Semantic code motion fully incorporates the e ects of assignments, either through value numbering or forwards and backwards copy propagation. In Figure 2 , semantic analysis will determine that the assignment \x = a+c" is redundant and can be deleted, but syntactic analysis must treat \x = a+b" and \x = a+c" independently. 1 The term \code motion" is often used as a synonym for expression hoisting. Here it has a more general meaning. This paper focuses on approaches to code motion that seek to obtain the \best" correct compiled code. The time required to perform the optimizations is only of secondary concern. Section 2, discusses syntactic code motion algorithms from three recent research papers by Knoop, R uthing, and Ste en. Next, Section 3 presents a value numbering algorithm by Cooper and Simpson that operates on the strongly connected components of the static single assignment graph. Section 4 brie y considers extensions to the syntactic code motion algorithms to incorporate value numbering.
All of the algorithms discussed in this paper operate on arbitrary owgraphs. Except for the splitting of critical edges in Section 2.1, no changes are made to the structure of the owgraph.
The C program appended to this paper implements many of the algorithms discussed herein.
Syntactic Code Motion
This section presents algorithms from three recent research papers by Knoop, R uthing, and Ste en. These algorithms use hoisting and sinking of expressions and assignments to enable the elimination of partially dead code and partially redundant assignments, including the relocation of loop-invariant code.
Splitting Critical Edges
A critical edge is an edge in the owgraph from a block with multiple successors to a block with multiple predecessors. Critical edges pose a problem for many code motion algorithms, because it is often desirable to move an assignment or expression to a point in the middle of the edge. In Figure 3 (a), for instance, it is impossible to move the assignment \a = 3" outside the loop, because moving it up or down would change the code's behavior.
The problem can be recti ed by inserting a block into the middle of each critical edge, thus splitting the edge into two non-critical edges. If any of the new blocks are still empty of code after all transformations have been applied, these empty blocks can then be removed. Figure 3 (b) displays the result of splitting all four critical edges in 3(a) and then applying the assignment sinking algorithm discussed below in Section 2.2. The program appended to this paper includes a procedure SplitEdges that identi es critical edges and inserts a new empty block into the middle of each one. (One exception: in order to enforce boundaries on the code motion algorithms, the program inserts an extra edge in the owgraph from the entry block to the exit block. This extra critical edge is not split.) Another procedure, DeleteExtraBlocks, identi es and removes unnecessary blocks from the owgraph. All of the code motion algorithms and data ow equations in the rest of this paper assume that any critical edges in the owgraph have already been split.
Assignment Sinking and Partial Dead Code Elimination
An assignment is called partially dead if some but not all paths from the assignment to the exit contain a use of the assignment's left-hand variable before that variable is rede ned. In Figure 4 (a), the assignment \x = a + b" is partially dead, because x is rede ned on the right-hand branch, but not on the left-hand branch. If partially dead assignments are pushed down the owgraph, as shown in Figure 4 (b), they sometimes are converted into completely dead assignments, which can then be eliminated, as in Figure  4 (c).
In 1], Knoop, R uthing, and Ste en present an algorithm that eliminates as much partially dead code as possible without modifying the owgraph or impairing any program executions. The algorithm consists of two separate steps:
1. Faint assignment elimination, and 2. Assignment sinking.
These two steps are repeated until Step (2) nds no assignments to sink. It is necessary to iterate these steps, because the elimination or the sinking of one assignment may permit another assignment to sink. This is called a second order e ect.
For example, if the assignment \a = 7" in Figure  5 (a) is sunk as shown in Figure 5 (b), then \x = a+b" can be sunk and then eliminated on the left-hand path. 
Faint Assignment Elimination
In Figure 6 (a), the assignment \x = x + 1" is not dead, even though the variable x is never used outside of the loop. In order to detect and eliminate assignments like this one, we require an approach slightly more inclusive than dead variable analysis. Here is a circular de nition: A variable is called faint at a point in a ow graph if, on every path from that point to the exit, any use of the variable is either preceded by a rede nition of the variable, or occurs within an assignment to a variable which is also faint.
Faint variable analysis initially assumes all variables to be faint everywhere, except for variables used as arguments to a procedure call or a return instruction. Then, iterative backwards analysis over the domain of all variables is applied to the owgraph. Let:
FAINT-IN(b) and FAINT-OUT(b) be the sets of variables faint at the start and end, respectively, of basic block b. As in the case of dead variable analysis:
Unfortunately, FAINT-IN(b) cannot be described by a straight-forward data ow equation, because the faintness of one variable may depend on the faintness of a di erent variable. In Figure 6 (b), the variable x in the assignment \x = 9" is faint if and only if both x and y are faint at the end of that basic block.
Instead, we scan backwards through the instructions of block b. If i is an assignment to a variable in
where USED(i) and DEFINED(i) contain the variables used and de ned, respectively, in instruction i. After the status of the variables has stabilized, all assignments to variables still considered to be faint can be safely eliminated. Unlike dead code elimination, there are no second order e ects. All faint assignments are eliminated in one analysis. In Figure  6 (b), both variables x and y are faint, so faint code elimination removes both assignments in one pass. However, dead code elimination removes only the assignment to y, because x is a live variable. A second pass is required to remove the assignment to x.
The procedure VarFaintCompute in the appended program performs faint variable analysis. The procedure FaintAssignmentElimination then deletes all assignments to faint variables.
Assignment Sinking
Assignment sinking is the moving of assignments within a owgraph in the direction of program execution. The algorithm in 1] sinks assignments as far as possible while maintaining computational optimality. Consequently, it will never move an assignment into a loop, though it may move a loop-invariant assignment down out of a loop. It even properly sinks non-idempotent assignments, converting Figure 7 The algorithm applies data ow analysis over the domain of all assignments to determine the optimal points to insert the sunk assignments. The predicates in the data ow equations are: SINKABLE-LOCAL(b) is the set of assignments which occur within block b and can be safely moved to the end of the block. Figure 8 (a), for example, the expression \a+b" within the assignment \z = a+b" is partially redundant, because a+b is calculated twice on the right-hand branch, but only once on the left-hand branch. In Figure 8 (b), the calculation of the expression \a + b" has been separated from the left-hand side of the assignment. The computation can then be hoisted up the owgraph (c), and then redundant computations eliminated (d). Now, the value of the expression is calculated only once on any given path.
The following sections present two di erent approaches to code hoisting and partial redundant code elimination: lazy expression hoisting and aggressive assignment hoisting. Section 2.3.1 contrasts aggressive and lazy code motion, then Sections 2.4 and 2.5 describe the lazy expression hoisting and aggressive assignment hoisting algorithms from 2] and 3].
Aggressive versus Lazy Code Motion
Aggressive code motion moves the code as far as possible without increasing expression redundancy or code deadness. Lazy code motion moves code only far enough to perform optimizations.
Aggressive motion of assignments may allow other code motion. In Figure 9 , moving \y = x?1" enables \x = a+b" to be moved up, and then a redundant assignment can be eliminated. Lazy assignment motion would have left y = x?1 alone, because no optimizing transformations are immediately possible. The disadvantage of aggressive code motion is that it may increase register pressure. If the variables a and b are live both before and after the assignment \x = a + b," then hoisting this assignment increases register pressure by extending the lifetime of x, while sinking the assignment decreases register pressure. However, if this assignment is the last use of a and b, then hoisting the assignment extends the lifetime of x but decreases the lifetimes of a and b, thus decreasing register pressure.
The assignment hoisting algorithm in 3] moves code aggressively to encourage secondary e ects. However, when expressions are hoisted there are no secondary e ects. Consequently, the expression hoisting algorithm in 2] uses lazy code hoisting.
Lazy Expression Hoisting
In the papers 2] and 4], Knoop, R uthing, and Steffen describe an algorithm to perform lazy expression hoisting. Since expression motion does not involve the second order e ects that can occur during assignment motion, the analysis and transformations are only performed once. Unfortunately, the data ow analysis required to determine the optimal insertion points is more involved. Earlier attempts at lazy expression hoisting required bi-directional analysis, which is more di cult to understand and compute. This algorithm alternates uni-directional phases of forwards and backwards analysis. As an additional complicating factor, the algorithm determines which expressions require temporary variables.
The predicates in the data ow equations are: contain those expressions such that on every execution path from this point to the exit which does not pass through this point again, there is an occurrence of the expression before any variables in the expression are rede ned.
UP-SAFE-IN(b) and UP-SAFE-OUT(b) contain
those expressions such that on every execution path from the entry to this point which hasn't passed through this point before, there is an occurrence of the expression after any de nition of the variables in the expression. 
EARLIEST-IN

REPLACE-IN(b) and REPLACE-OUT(b) con-
tain the expressions whose computations should be replaced by temporary variables at the start and end, respectively, of block b.
To perform the analysis: The data ow equations for lazy expression hoisting are:
After the analysis is complete, the transformation is implemented by associating a temporary variable h e with each expression e, then inserting an assignment \h e = e" at each point indicated by INSERT 
Aggressive Assignment Hoisting
Hoisting entire assignments sometimes has advantages over hoisting only expressions. When applied to the code in Figure 10 (a), expression hoisting lifts the computation of \a + b" out of the loop (b), but assignment hoisting moves the entire instruction (c). However, expression hoisting is more e ective when two assignments have the same right-hand expression but di erent left-hand variables. Expression hoisting applied to the code in (d) produces the code in (e), but assignment hoisting has no e ect (f). The algorithm in 3] presents an approach that incorporates expression hoisting into assignment hoisting algorithms. The strategy is to generate a new temporary variable h e for each expression e. Then, each assignment is broken into two instructions: the rst calculates the expression and assigns its value to h e , and the second copies the value from h e into the original assignment's left-hand variable. This process is illustrated in Figure 11 . All instances of the same expression use the same temporary variable. Consequently, identical expressions are converted into identical assignments. The complete assignment hoisting algorithm given in 3] consists of three distinct stages:
1. Initialization, 2. Assignment Hoisting and Redundancy Elimination, and 3. The Final Flush. During the initialization stage, temporaries h e are generated and assignments are split as described above.
The assignment hoisting stage is just the reverse of the assignment sinking algorithm from 1] described in Section 2.2. Both are aggressive|assignments are hoisted as far as possible while maintaining computational optimality. Both have secondary e ects|the hoisting or elimination of one assignment may allow other assignments to be moved|which are addressed by iterating the algorithm until the code stabilizes.
The assignment hoisting stage consists of two separate steps:
1. Redundant assignment elimination, and 2. Assignment hoisting, which are repeated until Step (2) nds no assignments to hoist. These two steps are detailed below in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2.
During the nal ush stage, assignments of the form \h e = e" are sunk back down to their latest safe execution point in order to reduce register pressure. Unnecessary temporary variables h e are then removed by recombining expression computations with their original left-hand variables.
The data ow analysis required for the nal ush stage is similar to the second half of the analysis for lazy expression hoisting detailed in Section 2.4. Assignments \h e = e" are moved to their \LATEST" points, and \ISOLATED" instances are recombined.
The procedure procedure SplitOffExpressions in the appended program implements the initialization phase. The program does not implement the nal ush phase, because the assignment sinking algorithm from Section 2.2, combined with a backwards copy propagation algorithm (which is also needed during SSA conversion in Section 3.1.3) accomplishes the same goal.
Redundant Assignment Elimination
In Figure 12(a) , the second occurrence of the assignment \x = a + b" is redundant because neither a nor b have been rede ned since the rst occurrence of \x = a + b". Consequently, this redundant assignment can safely be deleted, as shown in Figure 12 To perform the analysis: The procedure RedundantCompute in the appended program performs the analysis for identifying redundancies, and RedundantEliminate deletes the redundant assignments.
Assignment Hoisting
The assignment hoisting algorithm in 3] moves assignments as far as possible against the ow of execution while maintaining computational optimality. The algorithm applies data ow analysis over the domain of all assignments to determine the optimal points to insert the hoisted assignments. These data ow equations are exactly the reverse of the assignment sinking data ow equations from Section 2.2. 
Combined Code Motion
Assignment sinking can enable the elimination of partially faint code. Assignment hoisting can enable the elimination of partially redundant code. Together, assignment sinking and hoisting can move code out of a loop, and sinking and hoisting e ectively cover all useful applications of syntactic code motion.
Which algorithm should be applied rst, assignment sinking or hoisting? Does it matter? Is it necessary to iterate the two algorithms to obtain optimal code?
In Figure 13 (a), the assignment \x = a+b" is both partially faint and partially redundant. Sinking this assignment will lead to the owgraph in (b), while hoisting it will produce the owgraph in (c). It is not possible to do both. Figure 14(a) displays an example of a owgraph in which redundant assignment elimination enables pro table code sinking. After the redundant \x = a+ b" is eliminated in (b), the partially dead assignment \z = x + y" can be sunk and partially eliminated, as in (c).
Figure 15(a) displays an example of a owgraph in which faint code elimination enables pro table assignment hoisting. After the dead assignment \y = x + 2" is eliminated in (b), the lower of the two \x = a + b" assignments can be hoisted and then partially eliminated, as in (c). Within a block, faint and redundant eliminations can enable each other arbitrarily many times. More positively, I have been unable to nd an example in which assignment sinking and partial faint code elimination enable assignment hoisting, or an example in which assignment hoisting and partial redundancy elimination enable assignment sinking. I suspect that there are none, because when a partially faint assignment is sunk and one copy is eliminated, the other copies cannot be hoisted again up beyond that point. Similarly, the hoisting and elimination of partially redundant code blocks some code from being resunk.
Consequently, I hypothesize that the following algorithm will produce code that cannot be further optimized through assignment motion:
1. Generate temporary variables h e for each expression e, and split assignments as described in the initialization stage of the algorithm in 3]. 4. Apply a backwards copy propagation algorithm to eliminate unnecessary temporary variables h e . On advantage of this algorithm is that it does not require assignment sinking and hoisting to be alternatively iterated. Consequently, the amount of run time required to complete this combined algorithm should be of the same order as the time to complete each of the two algorithms separately.
Also, by performing all assignment hoisting before performing all assignment sinking, the resulting expression computations will be placed as late as possible, decreasing register pressure and enabling the elimination of unnecessary temporary variables.
Note that these examples do not in any way constitute a proof. In particular, if it is possible for an assignment sinking to enable an assignment hoisting, or vice versa, then it may be necessary to iterate assignment sinking and hoisting.
Incremental Analysis
The assignment sinking and hoisting algorithms described in 1] and 3] have rather poor performance| in extreme cases O(n 4 ) or worse. This is in part a consequence of the need to iterate the code motion and code elimination analyses in order to address second order e ects.
In Figure 17 , for example, the partial faint assignment elimination algorithm must be applied four times before its full e ects can be obtained. after the second analysis. Moreover, assignments which can move safely past all of the assignments moved during the rst analysis cannot bene t from a second analysis.
Value Numbering
Extending syntactic code motion algorithms to perform semantic code motion requires a means to identify di erent expressions that evaluate to the same values.
Value numbering is one approach. The goal of value numbering is to assign identifying value numbers (or partitions) to variable names and expressions such that two names are assigned the same number only if they are certain to have the same value.
A paper by Cooper and Simpson 6] compares two approaches to value numbering (hashing and partitioning), then presents an algorithm that outperforms both methods. The algorithm operates on the SSA (static single assignment) form of the owgraph. Section 3.1 discusses algorithms to convert a owgraph to SSA form and back again. The rest of Section 3 describes the value numbering algorithm presented in 6].
Static Single Assignment Form
In the single static assignment (SSA) form of a owgraph, no variable name occurs as the target of more than one assignment. Consequently, the relationships between de nitions and uses of variables are much more explicit. Two of the value numbering algorithms discussed in Section 3 act on the SSA form.
The -function is a mechanism used at the start of a join node to merge variable names de ned on di erent paths of the owgraph. In the appended program, new token kinds, new data structures, and a new \join assign" instruction have been created to manage the -functions.
Minimal and Pruned SSA
In 7], Briggs, Harvey, and Simpson distinguish between three di erent \ avors" of SSA owgraphs, according to the thoroughness of -function insertion. In minimal SSA form, a -function is inserted for a variable at the start of every join node that can be reached by more than one di erent de nition of that variable. Pruned SSA form invokes liveness analysis to avoid inserting dead -functions. Semi-pruned SSA form is a compromise between the two. Figure  18 illustrates minimal (a) and pruned (b) SSA avors of the same procedure. Figure 19 , in which global value numbering can bene t from the presence of dead -functions. A good value numbering algorithm can discover that y 3 and z 3 must have the same value at the bottom block in this owgraph. Consequently, z 3 could be replaced by y 3 , then z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , and the lower branching structure can all be eliminated. However, this transformation would not be possible if y 3 fell victim to dead code elimination. To determine -function insert nodes for a variable x from dominance frontiers, let S be the union of the dominance frontiers of all of blocks containing de nitions of x. Then iterate through all blocks b 2 S and put S = S DF (b). As new elements are added to S, iterate through them also. The resulting set S contains all nodes that require -instructions for the variable x.
More detailed and e cient pseudo-code algorithms for determining the dominance frontiers and thefunction insertion points are given in 8, 7] and 9, Section 8.11]. A better approach is to keep all of the new variable names, but replace all -functions with copy instructions at the end of all blocks preceding the joins, as illustrated in Figure 21 . A combination of dead code elimination and backwards copy propagation can then relieve the resulting extra copy statements. This approach also has the advantage of separating the variables into webs in preparation for register allocation. In some implementations, the -functions at the start of a block are treated as being executed simultaneously. However, a subtle error can arise if copy or value propagation are performed on the code while in SSA form. In Figure 22 , the owgraph in (a) is converted to SSA form in (b), and then backwards copy propagation is applied, resulting in the owgraph (c).
If the -functions are now replaced by copy instructions, then the incorrect code in (d) is produced. Paper 7] refers to this as the \swap problem". The appended program avoids this problem by considering the join instructions to be executed in the order they occur.
SSA Implementation Notes
The appended program implements the algorithm from 8] to generate a minimal SSA owgraph. The procedure DominateCompute determines the dominance frontiers of the owgraph nodes (along with other control ow information). The procedure JoinInsert performs the remaining analysis and inserts the -functions. Then RenameVariables completes the conversion to SSA form by replacing the variables with a new set of variables, one for each de nition in the MIR code.
The procedure JoinRemove converts the owgraph back from SSA form by replacing -functions with copy assignments.
Two Approaches to Value Numbering
Hash-based value numbering assigns a value number to each computation. Two expressions are assigned the same value number only if they can be proven to be equal. Hash-based value numbering is fast, simple to understand and implement, and can be extended to handle constant folding and algebraic simpli cation. However, the computations must be considered in the order they will be executed, so hash-based value numbering cannot incorporate values traveling through back edges.
Another approach partitions values into congruence classes. Two expressions are in the same partition only if they have the same operators and their corresponding operands are congruent. Initially, all values are assumed congruent. During each step, congruence classes are split as values are shown to be non-congruent. Splitting continues until no more changes occur.
Partitioning operates on the SSA form and uses iteration to handle values passed along back edges, but it is more complicated than hash-based approaches and more di cult to extend to incorporate constant folding and algebraic simpli cation.
Section 12.4 of 9] details both hash-based and partition value numbering techniques.
The RPO Algorithm
A paper by Cooper and Simpson 6] compares these two approaches to value numbering, then presents an algorithm that outperforms both. This algorithm, SSC-based value numbering, operates on the strongly connected components of the value graph of the SSA form of the owgraph. As a preliminary step of explanation, Cooper and Simpson rst describe the RPO algorithm, which operates on the owgraph in Reverse PostOrder. That is, a depth-rst search is performed on the owgraph with root entry. Then the blocks are assigned an ordering so that each block precedes all of its children in the depth-rst spanning tree.
The RPO algorithm proceeds as follows: Initialize V N x] = > for each SSA variable name x.
Repeat the following: Iterate through the blocks in reverse postorder: Iterate forward through de nitions in the the current block: 
SCC-Based Value Numbering
The SCC-based value numbering algorithm operates on the strongly connected components of the value graph, instead of the control owgraph, in order to run more e ciently.
Constant Propagation
SCC-based value numbering incorporates constant folding by assigning values from the constant propagation lattice (f>; ?g Z) to each SSA name, in addition to the name's value number. Initially, each name is assigned >, representing an unknown value. Then potential constant values are propagated so that each name is identi ed as being variable, ?, or as possibly having a particular constant value.
SCC-based value numbering is smart enough to realize that x is constantly zero in Figure 23 
Implementation Notes
The program appended to this paper uses the RPO algorithm and incorporates two minor changes in order to simplify and better organize the code.
First, constant propagation has been separated from the rest of the value numbering algorithm. Although this approach may require a few more iterations, it has the same asymptotic and worst case behavior.
Second, constant propagation has been split into two steps. The rst step performs the actual propagation of constant values, as each SSA name is assigned a value from (f?g Z). This requires only one pass. During the second step, variable values ? are identi ed and propagated further. This requires iterating until all values stabilize.
ConstantPropagation implements the constant propagation step. AlgebraicSimplification is invoked after constant propagation to perform some simple algebraic transformations in preparation for value numbering. ValueNumbering implements the heart of the RPO value numbering algorithm.
Semantic Code Motion
Value numbering identi es di erent variable names that share the same value. Consequently, value numbering can discover semantic redundancies, such as the one in Figure 2 .
In the paper 10], Cooper and Simpson present versions of redundancy analysis and lazy assignment hoisting modi ed for application to value numbered code in SSA form. Section 4.1 presents the value redundancy algorithm, and the remaining sections discuss issues related to the merging of value numbering and code motion.
Value-Driven Redundancy Elimination
Recall the data-ow equations for syntactic redundancy elimination from Section 2. The procedure ValueRedundantCompute in the appended program performs the analysis for value redundancy, and ValueRedundantEliminate deletes the redundant assignments.
SSA Form and Syntactic Redundancy Elimination
Unfortunately, SSA -functions can interfere with sytactic code hoisting. In Figure 24 (a), the assignment \x = a + b" is partially redundant. Syntactic expression hoisting can remove the redundancy. But if the owgraph is rst converted into SSA form (b), the assignment hoisting data analysis will no longer work. Figure 24 (c) shows the work required to hoist the assignment past the -functions.
One approach is to rst perform syntactic code hoisting, then convert to SSA form and apply value numbering, and then attempt to remove newly discovered redundancies using the approach in 10]. This is the approach that was adopted in the appended program. One advantage is that the syntactic code hoisting can facilitate constant propagation during value numbering, as illustrated in Figure 25 . On the other hand, partially dead code remains partially dead during conversion to and from SSA form. SSA a ects code redundancy, not deadness. Consequently, the appended program delays code sinking and faint code elimination until after all syntactic and semantic code hoisting and redundancy elimination is complete, and the -functions have been removed from the owgraph.
Trimming Copy Assignments
The initialization phase of the assignment hoisting algorithm presented in Section 2.5 introduces many instructions that merely copy a value from one variable to another. Value numbering changes many of these copies into redundant statements, which are then eliminated, but the conversion back from SSA form then introduces more copies.
One approach to removing these copy assignments is backwards copy propagation. Another is the nal ush algorithm, described in 3]. A third approach is to adopt a register allocation algorithm that attempts to assign the same register to both the left-hand variable and the right-hand variable of a copy instruction. If the allocator succeeds, then the copy statement can then be discarded.
Backwards copy propagation has not been implemented in the appended program.
Code Placement
In 11] Knoop, R uthing, and Ste en distinguish between code motion and code placement. Code placement may insert the evaluation of an expression at any point in the owgraph, without moving the expression through intermediary nodes. The paper gives an example, reproduced in Figure 26 , of partially redundant computations that can be improved only by code placement.
In Figure 26 (a), neither of the expressions \a + b" nor \a + c" in the assignments to z can be safely hoisted out of their blocks. Neverless, it is still possible to place the computations of the two expressions as in 26(b), removing the partially redundant computations. The program accompanying this paper is written in ANSI C, and is organized into sections: 
